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A graph is totally critical if it is Type 2, connected, and the removal of any edge
reduces the total chromatic number. A good characterization of all totally critical
graphs is unlikely as Sanchez-Arroyo showed that determining the total chromatic
number of a graph is an NP-hard problem. In this paper we show that if the
Conformability Conjecture is correct, then totally critical graphs of even order with
maximum degree at least one half of their order are characterized by a simple equa-
tion involving the order, maximum degree, and deficiency of the graph and the edge
independence number of the complement. We also show that if the maximum
degree 2 of a non-conformable graph G of even order satisfies 12 |V |2
3
4 |V |&1
then G is regular and has a simple structure.  1999 Academic Press
A total colouring of a graph G is a function assigning colours to the
vertices and edges of G in such a way that no two adjacent or incident
elements are assigned the same colour. The total chromatic number, /"(G),
is the minimum number of colours which need to be assigned to obtain a
total colouring of the graph G. The Total Colouring Conjecture, made
independently by Behzad [1] and Vizing [14], claims that
2(G)+1/"(G)2(G)+2,
where 2(G) is the maximum degree of G. The lower bound is sharp, the
upper bound remains to be proved. A graph G is said to be Type 1 if
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/"(G)=2(G)+1 and is said to be Type 2 if /"(G)2(G)+2. We say a
graph G is critical with respect to the total chromatic number, or simply
totally critical, if G is Type 2, has no isolated vertices and /"(G&e)</"(G)
for every edge e in G.
In this paper we will only consider graphs having even order and large
(at least one half of the order) maximum degree. Throughout this paper the
term graph refers to a finite simple graph. In Section 1 we list a number of
lemmas from the literature. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the concept of
conformability and Chetwynd and Hilton’s Conformability Conjecture. In
Section 3 we prove our two main theorems concerning non-conformable
graphs. The first gives a characterization of even order, large degree, non-
conformable graphs in terms of the simple graph parameters order, maxi-
mum degree, number of edges of G and edge independence number of G
(the complement of G). As a consequence we note that it is possible to test
for the non-conformability of an even order, large degree graph in polyno-
mial time. The second theorem is the at first sight surprising result that
non-conformable graphs whose maximum degree is between one-half and
three-quarters of the order are regular and possess a complete bipartite or
complete tripartite substructure. In Section 4 we provide evidence support-
ing the Conformability Conjecture, by giving a proof of the conjecture for
graphs having maximum degree equal to the order minus one and the
order minus two. (The material in Section 3 suggests that the most difficult
case may be to prove the conjecture when the maximum degree is very near
to the order.) We should mention that there is quite strong evidence for the
Conformability Conjecture in the odd order case; we hope to give an
account of this elsewhere. Finally in Section 5 we give the implications that
the results in this paper have for the Conformability Conjecture. In parti-
cular we show that if the conjecture is correct, then totally critical graphs
of even order with maximum degree at least one half of their order are
characterized by a simple equation involving the order and maximum
degree of the graph and the size and edge independence number of the
complement.
The main results in this paper are the characterizations given in Theorems
9 and 11. Conjecture 3 summarizes the likely consequence of these
theorems.
1. BACKGROUND RESULTS
This section contains some results from the literature. We will need
Tutte’s One-Factor Theorem in the more structural form due to Berge [2].
We use j(G) to denote the edge independence number of G, and odd(G) to
denote the number of odd order components of G.
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Lemma 1. If G is a graph having order p and edge independence number j,
then
p&2 j= max
SV(G)
[odd(G&S)&|S|].
We will also need a well-known corollary of the above result. A universal
vertex is a vertex of a graph which is adjacent to every other vertex in the
graph.
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph without any universal vertices. Then
j(G _ [e])= j(G)+1 for all e # E(G ) if, and only if, every component of G
is a complete graph of odd order.
The deficiency of a graph G, denoted def(G), is defined to be
def(G)= :
v # V(G)
(2(G)&dG(v))=2(G) |V(G)|&2 |E(G)|.
This graph parameter plays a key role in the conjecture described in
Section 2. We will need the following trivial result about the deficiency.
Lemma 3. Let G be a graph with deficiency def(G). Then def(G) is odd
if and only if both 2(G) and |V(G)| are odd.
Finally, we need the following result of Szemere di and Hajnal [7].
A vertex-colouring of a graph G is a function assigning colours to the
vertices of G in such a way that no two adjacent vertices are assigned the
same colour. An equitable r-vertex colouring is a vertex-colouring having r
colour classes for which any two colour classes differ in cardinality by at
most one.
Lemma 4. If G is a graph having maximum degree 2, then for every
positive integer k1, there is an equitable (2+k)-vertex-colouring.
2. CONFORMABILITY
A vertex-colouring of G
. : V(G)  [1, 2, ..., 2(G)+1]
is called conformable if the number of vertex-colour classes (including
empty colour classes) whose parity differs from that of |V(G)| is at most
the deficiency. A graph is conformable if and only if it has a conformable
vertex-colouring, otherwise it is called non-conformable.
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A total colouring of a graph G with 2(G)+1 colours induces a con-
formable vertex-colouring. Consequently we get the following well-known
result (proved in [3]):
Proposition 5. If G is non-conformable, then G is Type 2.
The Conformability Conjecture (as stated in [11]) claims that for
graphs with degree greater than one half of their order, the converse is
essentially true. We state the conjecture here in terms of totally critical
graphs:
Conjecture 1 (Conformability Conjecture). Let G=(V, E) be a graph
having maximum degree 2 12 ( |V |+1). Then G is totally critical if, and
only if, G is non-conformable and G contains no non-conformable sub-
graphs of the same maximum degree, or 2 is even and G is obtained by
subdividing an edge of K2+1 .
The original version of the Conformability Conjecture was stated in
terms of Type 2 graphs rather than totally critical graphs. The version of
the Conformability Conjecture given above is equivalent to the original
version of the conjecture provided every Type 2 graph contains a totally
critical subgraph having the same maximum degree.
If Behzad and Vizing’s Total Colouring Conjecture is not correct, the
above conjecture may be stronger than the conjecture stated in [11].
The following proposition and its corollaries establish that if the Total
Colouring Conjecture is correct, then the version of the Conformability
Conjecture given here is equivalent to that given in [11].
Proposition 6. Let G be a Type 2 graph. Suppose it is true that if H is
any graph having maximum degree 2(H)=2(G)&1 with at most |V(G)|
vertices, then H satisfies /"(H)2(H)+2. Then G contains a totally critical
subgraph of degree 2(G).
Proof. Remove edges from G until a totally critical subgraph G* is
obtained such that /"(G*)=2(G)+2. If 2(G*)<2(G) then let G** be
a supergraph of G* and a subgraph of G with 2(G**)=2(G)&1. Then
/"(G**)2(G)+2=2(G**)+3. But this contradicts our assumption.
Consequently 2(G*)=2(G). K
Proposition 6 has the following consequences:
Corollary 7. If the Total Colouring Conjecture is true, then each
Type 2 graph has a totally critical subgraph with the same maximum degree.
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Corollary 8. Let G be a Type 2 graph satisfying 2(G) 34 |V(G)|+1.
Then G has a totally critical subgraph of degree 2(G).
Proof. This follows from the result of Hilton and Hind in [9] which
shows that the Total Colouring Conjecture is true for graphs H satisfying
2(H) 34 |V(H)|. K
3. CHARACTERIZING NON-CONFORMABLE GRAPHS
We begin this section by giving a lemma which shows that, for graphs
with even order and maximum degree at least half the order, non-
conformability is equivalent to an inequality involving simple graph
parameters. Observe that the following set of inequalities are equivalent:
[ j(G )n& 12 def(G); j(G )
1
2 (2n+2n(2n&2&1)&2e(G )); e(G )+ j(G )
n(2n&2)]. Our statement of Theorem 9 below is in terms of the first of
these inequalities. The case of Theorem 9 when 2=2n&1 was proved by
Chetwynd and Hilton in [3], building on a result of Hilton in [8], and
was stated in terms of the last of these inequalities. Part (a) of Theorem 9
was proved by Yap [15], where it was also stated in terms of the last of
these inequalities.
Theorem 9. Let G be a graph of even order 2n.
(a) If j(G )n&1& 12 def(G) then G is non-conformable.
(b) If G is non-conformable and has maximum degree 2n&1, then
j(G )n&1& 12 def(G).
Proof. If G has a conformable vertex-colouring, then V(G) can be
coloured with 2+1 colours so that at most def(G) colours are assigned to
an odd number of vertices. For such a colouring, we can select a set W of
at least 2n&def(G) vertices such that each colour occurs on an even num-
ber of vertices of W. We can therefore pair off the vertices of W so that
each of the pairs is non-adjacent in G. Therefore j(G )n& 12 def(G). This
establishes part (a) of the proof.
Conversely, suppose that j(G )n& 12 def(G) and that 2n&1. We
colour j(G ) disjoint independent pairs of vertices with j(G ) colours, and
colour the remaining 2n&2 j(G ) vertices with a further 2n&2 j(G ) colours,
thus using at most 2n& j(G ) colours. A result of Erdo s and Po sa [6] states
that
j(G )min[ 12 |V(G )|, $(G )]
=min[n, 2n&2&1].
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Since 2n&1, it follows that 2n&2&1n and therefore that j(G )
2n&2&1. Thus 2+12n& j(G ) and we have used at most 2+1 colours
to colour the vertices of G. Since def(G)2n&2 j(G ), at most def(G)
colours are assigned to an odd number of vertices. The vertex-colouring
described is therefore a conformable vertex-colouring for G. This estab-
lishes part (b). K
We now give a class of non-conformable graphs of even order 2n. In
Theorem 11 below, we see that if n2(3n2)&1, all non-conformable
graphs are in this class.
Proposition 10. Let G be a regular graph of even order 2n containing
a complete t-partite subgraph Kr1 , r2 , ..., rt , where t2, r1 , r2 , ..., rt are odd and
r1+r2+ } } } +rt2n&(t&2). Then G is non-conformable.
Proof. In any vertex colouring of Kr1 , r2 , ..., rt , there are at least t odd
colour classes. Therefore in any vertex colouring of G there are at least
t&(t&2)=2 odd colour classes. Therefore G is non-conformable. K
Next we give a result specifying the structure of a non-conformable
graph having even order and maximum degree between half and three
quarters of its order. The result, at first sight surprising, follows in a
natural way from the inequality j(G )n&1& 12 def(G) and the Tutte
Berge theorem (Lemma 1).
Theorem 11. Let G be a graph having even order 2n and maximum
degree 2 where
n2
3n
2
&1.
Then G is non-conformable if, and only if, G is regular and either G contains
a Kr1 , r2 , where r1+r2=2n and r1 , r2 are odd or G contains a Kr1 , r2 , r3 , where
r1+r2+r3=2n&1, and r1 , r2 , r3 are odd.
Proof. By Proposition 10, if G is regular and G contains a Kr1 , r2 , where
r1+r2=2n and r1 , r2 are odd, then G is non-conformable. Similarly if
G is regular and G contains a Kr1 , r2 , r3 , where r1+r2+r3=2n&1 and
r1 , r2 , r3 are odd, then G is again non-conformable.
Thus let us assume that G=(V, E) is non-conformable. By Theorem 9
j(G )=n& 12 def(G)&k
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for some positive number k. Lemma 3 guarantees that def(G) is even, so it
follows that k is in fact a positive integer. Lemma 1 guarantees that there
exists a vertex-set SV such that
odd(G &S)=|S|+def(G)+2k.
Let s=|S| and let $ =$(G )=2n&2&1. Notice that we must have
n(3n2)&1, i.e., n2, if this theorem is to apply. Then 2(3n2)&1
2n&2, so $ 1. A component of G &S will be called large if the order of
the component is greater than $ . We will use c* to denote the number of
large components of G &S, and co* to denote the number of large com-
ponents of G &S of odd order. A component of G &S will be called small
if the order of the component is between 1 and $ , inclusive. For 1i$ ,
we will use ci to denote the number of components of order i in G &S.
Thus
odd(G &S)=co*+ :
$
i=1, i odd
ci .
We begin the proof by noting that since
2n=|V |($ +1) c*
=(2n&2) c*
\n2+1+ c*
it follows that c*3. We now consider two main cases:
Case 1. c*=3. If there is at least one small component, C say, of
order i then each vertex in that component is adjacent to at least $ +1&i
vertices in S. So
|C|+|S|$ +1.
Thus
2n=|V |c*($ +1)+i+($ +1&i)
=($ +1)(c*+1)
\n2+1+ 4
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a contradiction. Therefore if c*=3 then G contains no small components.
Since G &S has no small components,
3=c*co*=odd(G &S)=s+def(G)+2ks+def(G)+22.
Since def(G) is even, it follows that def(G)=0, and so G is regular. We also
have that either co*=2 and s=0, or co*=3; since |V(G )| is even, G cannot
consist of three odd components, so, if co*=3, then s=1. In the first case
G has one large even component, and two large odd components. In both
cases, therefore, G contains a Kr1, r2, r3 , where r1 , r2 , r3 are odd, r1+r2+r3
=2n&1, r1 , r2$ +12n&2 and r3($ +1)&12n&2&1.
Notice that both cases can arise only if 2n&13(2n&2), so that
2 13 (4n+1), as described in the statement of the theorem.
Case 2. c*2. Let ! be the number of edges in E(G ) that are inci-
dent with a vertex in S and with a vertex in V&S. The sum v # S dG (v)
is not more than $ s+def(G). Consequently,
!$ s+def(G).
If C is a small odd component of G &S with order i, then at least
i($ +1&i) edges join vertices in C to vertices in S. Consequently
! :
$
i=1, i odd
i($ +1&i) ci .
Notice that i($ +1&i)&$ =(i&1)($ &i)0 for 1i$ , so that
i($ +1&i)$ with equality only if i=1 or i=$ .
It therefore follows that
$ s+def(G)!
 :
$
i=1, i odd
i($ +1&i) ci
$ :
$
i=1, i odd
ci
=$ (odd(G &S)&co*)
=$ (s+def(G)+2k&co*).
Since co*c*2, and $ 1, and 2k2, it follows that
def(G)=0 and k=1 and c*=co*=2.
Thus G is also regular in this case and G &S has two large odd com-
ponents and no large even component.
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It remains to show that G contains either a 2-partite or a 3-partite com-
plete subgraph as described in the statement of the theorem. To do this we
first show that G &S contains no component of order less than $ . In the
arguments that follow we will frequently use the fact that $ =2n&2&1
n2 to derive a contradiction.
Since we have shown that $ s+def(G)=$ (s+def(G)+2k&co*), it
follows that each intermediate inequality derived while obtaining this result
must also be an equality. In particular,
:
$
i=1, i odd
i($ +1&i) ci=$ :
$
i=1, i odd
ci .
Recall that this equality can only hold provided that ci=0 for every
1i<$ .
Initially, suppose that c1 {0. Then at least $ edges join each singleton
component of G &S (that is, each component comprising a single vertex)
to the vertices of S, so s$ . It follows that c$ =0 for otherwise G would
contain at least s+c1+c$ $ +c0*($ +1)$ +1+$ +2($ +1)4$ +3>2n
vertices, a contradiction. Therefore c1=$

i=1, i odd ci=s+def(G)+2k&
co*=s. But since c1=s and s$ , it follows that G contains at least
s+c1+c0*($ +1)$ +$ +2($ +1)4$ +2>2n vertices, a contradiction.
Therefore we must conclude that c1=0.
Thus ci=0 for every 1i<$ . Since $

i=1, i odd ci=s it follows that, if $
is odd then c$ =s, and if $ is even then s=0.
If c$ {0, then c$ =1, for otherwise G &S would contain at least 2$ +
2($ +1)=4$ +22n+2 vertices, a contradiction. Therefore s=c$ =1.
Since s=1, any even component of G &S would have to contain at least
$ vertices. If such an even component were to exist, then the number of
vertices in G would be at least 2($ +1)+1+2$ =4$ +3>2n, a contradic-
tion. Therefore G &S has no even components. Consequently G &S
contains three odd components, two having order at least $ +1, the other
having order $ ; also s=1. Therefore G contains a Kr1 , r2 , r3 where r1 , r2 , r3
are odd, r1+r2+r3=2n&1, r3$ 2n&2&1 and r1 , r2$ +12n&2.
It remains to consider the case when c$ =0. In this case s=0. Any even
component of G &S would therefore have to contain at least $ +1 vertices,
and so be a large component. Since we have already shown that G &S has
no large even components, it follows that G comprises exactly two large
odd components. Therefore G contains a Kr1 , r2 where r1 , r2 are odd, r1+r2
=2n and r1 , r2$ +12n&2. K
If 2 34n there are non-conformable graphs of even order 2n which are
not of the type described in Proposition 10. We shall show that there exist
graphs with order 2n and maximum degree 2> 32n&1 which are non-con-
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formable, but which do not contain a ‘‘large’’ complete t-partite subgraph.
We shall also show that there exist graphs with order 2n and maximum
degree 2> 32n which are non-conformable, but are not regular. It follows
that the upper bound on 2 in Theorem 11 cannot be increased.
The following construction produces a non-conformable graph with
order 2n and maximum degree 2= 32 n which does not contain a ‘‘large’’
complete t-partite subgraph: For n#2 (mod 4), let J1 be the graph
obtained by taking two copies of K n2 and two copies of Kn2 , joining each
vertex which lies in either K n2 to all the vertices in the other K n2 and to
all the vertices in both the Kn2 ’s, and adding a matching of size n2 whose
edges join vertices in the two Kn2 ’s. It is easy to see that J1 has order 2n
and is regular of degree 32n. Assuming that t is a fixed positive integer and
n is sufficiently large with respect to t, the degree of J1 guarantees that J1
does not contain a t-partite subgraph Kr1 , r2 , ..., rt where r1 , r2 , ..., rt are odd
and r1+r2+ } } } rt2n&(t&2) for any t5. For t=2, 3, 4 it is easy to
see that J1 does not contain a Kr1 , r2 , ..., rt where r1 , r2 , ..., rt are odd and
r1+r2+ } } } rt>n, n+2, n+4, respectively. Thus J1 is non-conformable
(easily checked using Theorem 9), regular of degree 34 (2n) with order 2n,
but does not contain a large complete t-partite subgraph.
The next construction produces a non-conformable graph with order 2n
and maximum degree 2= 32n+1 which is not regular: For n#0 (mod 4),
let J2 be the graph obtained by taking two copies of K n2+1 and two copies
of K n2&1 , joining all vertices which lie in different K m ’s, and adding the
edges of a Cn2+1 to one K n2+1 and the edges of a Cn2+1&e to the other
K n2+1 . The graph J2 is non-conformable (again easily checked using
Theorem 9) has maximum degree 32n+1 with order 2n, but J2 is not
regular.
We end this section with a lemma which provides some information
about those non-conformable graphs having degree larger than three-
quarters of the order.
Lemma 12. Let G=(V, E) be a non-conformable graph with order 2n
and maximum degree 2>(3n2)&1. If H is a non-conformable subgraph of
G with maximum degree 2, then |V(H)||V |&1.
Proof. Since G is non-conformable, it follows that def(G)2. Suppose
that H is a subgraph of G with maximum degree 2, and let
W=V"V(H).
We will assume that H is a vertex induced subgraph of G, since the graph
induced by V(H) is non-conformable if H is non-conformable.
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We begin by establishing a lower bound on the deficiency of H. Let
defW (G)= :
v # W
(2&dG(v))
and let
defH(G)= :
v # V(H)
(2&dG(v)).
Then def(G)=defW (G)+defH(G). The number of edges of G joining W to
V(H) is at least |W | (2&|W |+1)&defW (G). Moreover, def(H) equals the
number of edges of G joining W to V(H) plus defH(G). Thus
def(H)|W | (2&|W |+1)&defW (G)+defH(G)
|W | (2&|W |+1)&def(G)
with strict inequality, except when defH(G)=0 and the graph induced by
W is complete.
Suppose that |W |3. Since H has maximum degree 2, it follows that
|W |2n&(2+1)<n2<(2+1)3<(2+1)2. Since G is non-conformable,
def(G)2. Thus
def(H)3(2&2)&def(G)22&6.
For H to have maximum degree 2, we must have 2+1|V(H)|2n&3,
so 3n2<2n&3, or n>6. But if H is non-conformable, then def(H)2 so
22&62 so (3n2)&1<26, so n4. It follows that H must be con-
formable if |W |3.
If |W |=2, say W=[w1 , w2], then
def(H)2(2&1)&def(G).
In this case consider an equitable vertex-colouring of G using 2+1 colours
guaranteed by Lemma 4. Since 2 is greater than half the order, this colour-
ing has colour classes with either one or two vertices in them. The number
of even colour classes is 2n&(2+1). Since G is non-conformable, the
number of odd colour classes in any vertex-colouring is greater than the
deficiency, so
(2+1)&(2n&(2+1))>def(G)
from which we get
def(G)2&(2n&(2+1)).
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For H to have maximum degree 2, we must have 2+1|V(H)|=2n&2,
thus
def(G)2&2&((2n&2)&(2+1))2&2.
It therefore follows that def(H)22&2&(2&2)2. If def(H)2+1,
then H is conformable. If def(H)=2, then equality must hold in all the
inequalities in this paragraph, in particular 2+1=2n&2 so |V(H)|=
2+1. As H is not complete (since 2(H)=2(G) and def(H)2), it has a
vertex-colouring with at least one colour class containing two vertices, and
is thus conformable. So H must be conformable if |W |=2.
It follows that if H is a non-conformable subgraph of G with maximum
degree 2, then |W |=0 or |W |=1. K
4. GRAPHS WITH MAXIMUM DEGREE NEARLY EQUAL
TO THEIR ORDER
We use the results proved in the previous section to establish the Confor-
mability Conjecture for graphs having very large maximum degree. The
first result established the Conformability Conjecture for even order graphs
having maximum degree equal to their order minus one.
Theorem 13. Let G be a graph of even order 2n6 and maximum degree
2=2n&1. Then G is totally critical if and only if either j(G )=n&1& 12def(G),
or j(G )=n&2& 12 def(G) and G consists of a number of disjoint complete
graphs of odd order. Also K2 and K4 are totally critical.
Proof. Necessity. Hilton [8] showed that if G is a graph of even order
2n6 and maximum degree 2=2n&1, then G is Type 2 if and only if
j(G )n&1& 12 def(G). Therefore if j(G )=n&1&
1
2 def(G) then G is Type 2,
and, for any edge e of G, j(G _ [e])n& 12&def(G"[e]), so G"[e] is
Type 1. Thus G is totally critical. Now suppose that j(G )=n&2& 12 def(G)
and G consists of a number of disjoint complete graphs of odd order. If e
is any edge of G then 12 def(G"[e])=
1
2 def(G)+1 and j(G _ [e])= j(G )+1
so that j(G _ [e])n& 12 def(G"[e]), so G"[e] is Type 1. Thus again G is
totally critical.
Sufficiency. If G is totally critical, then G is Type 2 so j(G )n&1&
1
2 def(G). If j(G )n&3&
1
2 def(G) and e is any edge of G, then j(G _ [e])
n&1& 12 def(G"[e]), so G"[e] is Type 2, so G is not totally critical.
Therefore n&2 j(G )+ 12 def(G)n&1.
Suppose that j(G )+ 12 def(G)=n&2 and that G is totally critical. Then
for each edge e of G, j(G _ [e])+ 12 def(G"[e])=n, so for each edge e of
G, j(G _ [e])= j(G )+1. Since G is totally critical and thus connected, G
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has no universal vertices. It follows from Corollary 2 that G consists of
disjoint complete graphs of odd order. K
The Conformability Conjecture for 2=2n&1 is a simple corollary of
this lemma:
Corollary 14. Let G be a graph of even order 2n6 and maximum
degree 2=2n&1. Then G is totally critical if and only if G is non-conform-
able and G contains no non-conformable subgraph of the same maximum
degree.
Proof. Notice that if G has order 2n and maximum degree 2n&1, then
any subgraph of G with the same maximum degree has the same vertex set
as G.
If G is non-conformable then by Theorem 9 j(G )n&1& 12 def(G). If G
contains no non-conformable subgraph of the same maximum degree, then
for every edge e # E(G), j(G _ [e])n& 12 def(G"[e]). The same arguments
that were used to prove Theorem 13 guarantee that j(G )+ 12 def(G)=n&1,
or j(G )+ 12 def(G)=n&2 and G consists of a number of disjoint complete
graphs of odd order, and thus by Theorem 13 that G is totally critical.
If G is totally critical then G is Type 2. So, by Hilton’s result [8], j(G )
n&1& 12 def(G). By Theorem 9 this implies that G is non-conformable. If H
is a proper subgraph of G of the same maximum degree then it is Type 1
(since G is totally critical), so j(G )n& 12def(H). Theorem 9 implies that H
is conformable. So G is non-conformable and contains no non-conformable
subgraph of the same maximum degree. K
The second result, due to Chen and Fu [5], establishes the Conform-
ability Conjecture for even order graphs having maximum degree two less
than their order.
Theorem 15. Let G be a graph of even order 2n4 and maximum
degree 2=2n&2. Then G is totally critical if and only if G is K2n&1 with
one edge subdivided.
Finally, as a corollary of the above theorem, we deduce that there are no
non-conformable graphs having order 2n and maximum degree 2n&2. This
result is needed in Section 5.
Corollary 16. If G is a graph of even order 2n4 and maximum
degree 2=2n&2, then G is conformable.
Proof. Let G be a graph of even order 2n4 and maximum degree
2=2n&2. Suppose that G is non-conformable. It follows that G is Type 2
so /"(G)=2n. Let us delete edges from G, without reducing the total
chromatic number, until it is no longer possible to do this and let G$
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denote the resulting subgraph of G. It follows that /"(G)=2n and that
/"(G$&e)2n&1 for every edge e # E(G$). Since odd order complete
graphs are Type 1, it follows that G$ is connected, and thus that G$ is
totally critical. Theorem 15 implies that G$ is K2n&1 with one edge sub-
divided. Since K2n&1 with one edge subdivided is conformable, it follows
that G{G$. Finally, noting that adding any edge to a K2n&1 with one edge
subdivided increases the maximum degree, we obtain a contradiction. It
follows that G must be conformable. K
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CONFORMABILITY CONJECTURE
In this section we make use of the characterizations of non-conformable
graphs given in Section 3 to derive versions of the Conformability Conjec-
ture for even order graphs which are easier to work with than the original
version.
For those even order graphs whose maximum degree is between half and
three-quarters of their order, the Conformability Conjecture can be written
in the following form:
Conjecture 2. Let G be a graph having even order 2n and maximum
degree n+12 32 n&1. Then G is totally critical if and only if G is
regular and G contains either a Kr1 , r2 , where r1 , r2 are odd and r1+r2=2n
or a Kr1 , r2 , r3 , where r1 , r2 , r3 are odd and r1+r2+r3=2n&1.
Given Theorem 11, the equivalence (for even order graphs with appropriate
maximum degree) of Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2 is obvious.
For even order graphs whose maximum degrees are greater than half
their orders, there is a third version of the Conformability Conjecture:
Conjecture 3. Let G be a graph with order 2n and maximum degree
2n+1. Then G is totally critical if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) j(G )=n& 12 def(G), 2=2n&2 and G is K2+1 with one edge
subdivided, or
(ii) j(G )=n&1& 12 def(G), or
(iii) j(G )=n&2& 12 def(G), and G consists of a number of disjoint
complete graphs of odd order.
If the above conjecture is correct, then whether or not a graph G is
totally critical is determined solely by whether a simple equation involving
j(G ), def(G), 2(G) and |V(G)| is satisfied, and there is no need to examine
possible vertex-colourings. Unfortunately, the equivalence (again for even
order graphs with appropriate maximum degree) of Conjecture 1 and
Conjecture 3 is far from obvious. The remainder of this section is devoted
to establishing this equivalence.
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We make use of Theorem 9 to characterize non-conformable graphs with
even order and maximum degree greater than half the order, which do not
have non-conformable subgraphs of the same maximum degree.
Theorem 17. Let G be a graph with even order 2n and maximum degree
2n+1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) G is non-conformable and contains no non-conformable subgraph
of the same maximum degree.
(ii) j(G )=n&1& 12 def(G), or j(G )=n&2&
1
2 def(G) and G consists
of a number of disjoint complete graphs of odd order.
Proof. We assume that 22n&2 since the result follows from
Theorem 13 and Corollary 14 if 2=2n&1.
Initially assume that statement (i) holds. Since G is non-conformable,
Theorem 9 implies that
j(G )n&1& 12 def(G).
If equality holds, then (ii) also holds. Thus assume that
j(G )n&2& 12 def(G).
Notice that if there is an edge e in G for which G$=G&e has maximum
degree less than 2, then def(G)(2n&2) since all but two vertices have
degree less than 2. Since G is itself non-conformable, it follows that
def(G)2, so 22n&2 and thus 2=2n&2. This is a contradiction, since
Corollary 16 states that there are no non-conformable graphs with 2=2n&2.
Thus we assume that for every edge e in G, the graph G$=G&e
has maximum degree 2. Since statement (i) holds, it follows that G$ is
conformable, so
j(G$)n& 12 def(G$).
Since 12 def(G$)=
1
2 def(G)+1, it follows that j(G$) j(G )+1. Thus the
graph G is such that the addition of any edge increases the size of a maxi-
mum matching so, by Corollary 2, G consists of a number of disjoint
complete graphs of odd order. (If G had universal vertex, then G would
have an isolated vertex and so could not be non-conformable.)
Conversely, assume that statement (ii) holds, that is, that
j(G )=n&c& 12 def(G),
where c # [1, 2] with G consisting of components which are complete
graphs of odd order if c=2. Theorem 9 implies that G is non-conformable,
so suppose that H is a proper subgraph of G which has maximum degree 2.
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If V(H)=V(G), then, for some non-empty set E$E(G), H=G&E$ so
since 12 def(H)
1
2 def(G)+1 and j(H ) j(G )+(c&1), it follows that
j(H )+ 12 def(H )j(G )+(c&1)+
1
2 def(H )
n&c& 12 def(G)+(c&1)+
1
2 def(G)+1=n.
So H is conformable.
If V(H){V(G) we consider two subcases: If 2(3n2)&1, then by
Theorem 11, the graph G must be regular. It follows that the number of
edges of G joining vertices in W=V(G)"V(H) to vertices in V(H) (and
thus the deficiency of H) is at least |W | (2&|W |+1)2+1 for all 2
|W |2n&2&1<2. Thus either H is conformable or |W |=1 so H has
order 2n&1. If 2>(3n2)&1, then Lemma 12 implies that H is either
conformable or has order 2n&1, since G is non-conformable.
Finally let us consider the case when |V(H)|=2n&1 (and assume
without loss of generality that H is induced). Since def(H)dG(v) where v
is the vertex in G but not in H, we see that def(H)2&def(G). Since
def(G)=2n&2 j(G )&2c it follows that
def(H)2&2n+2 j(G )+2c.
Since |V(G)"V(H)=1, it follows that j(H ) j(G )&1 and by Erdo s and
Po sa’s result [6] we have j(G )min[ |V(G)|2, $(G )]=2n&2&1, so
j(G )2n&2&1 and j(H )2n&2&2.
Thus
def(H)(2&2n)+2(2n&2&1)+2c
=2n&2+2(c&1)
2n&2.
Consider an equitable vertex-colouring of H guaranteed by Lemma 4. This
colouring has 2n&2&2<def(H) doubleton colour classes and (2+1)&
(2n&2&2) singleton colour classes and is thus conformable. Hence H is
conformable. K
The proof that Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 3 are equivalent for even
order graphs having maximum degree more than half their order follows
by noting that if 2 is even and G is K2+1 with one edge subdivided, then
2=|V(G)|&2 and j(G )+ 12 def(G)=2+
1
2 (2&2)=n.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that the Conformability Conjecture is correct
for even order graphs having extremely high maximum degree (order minus
one or order minus two). We have shown that even order non-conformable
graphs having high degree are characterized by an equation involving
simple graph parameters, and that for even order graphs with maximum
degree between half and three-quarters of their order, non-conformable
graphs have an easily described structure. Finally we have shown that,
assuming the Conformability Conjecture is true, we can check an equation
involving simple graph parameters (and create a polynomial time algo-
rithm) to decide whether a given even order graph of high degree is totally
critical or not. It is somewhat surprising that there is no (known) equiv-
alent characterization of odd order non-conformable graphs having high
degree.
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